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INTRODUCTION 
The place of George Frideric Handel in music history 
is paradoxical, to say the least. He was one of the greatest 
composers ev~r to live or v~ork i~ England, though he vias Ger-
man, not Englis:q.. The majori~y of his works which employ a 
text use English or Italian, neither _of them his native ton-
gue . The possessor of an almost unexcelled genius for music-
al creativity, he often borrm-reQ. material from cOntemporaries 
or predecessors, none of whom scaled the lofty peaks to v-rhich 
his indefatigabl~ labors were to carry him. 
In the eyes of the general public Handel, though re-
cognized as the com}_)oser of man;r superior instrumental vmrl-cs, 
is usually regarded as a church composer. This is logical, 
in vievT of the freque1?-t use of his music for religious pur-
poses . Here is to be encountered ~he bi$gest paradox of all , 
fo r a large proportion of what is identified as religious 
music by Handel v-ras not originally composed for church usage. 
(Probably t-h~ most notorious example is the familiar ·11 Largo, 11 
from his comic opera Serse. This has been used at so many 
vTeddings and funerals, as vTell as at other church services, 
that a revelation of its original setting and purpose seems 
as surprising to the average \·rorshipper as does its sancti-
fication to sensitive musicians.) 
In view of the foregoing, it seemed that an investi-
iv 
gation of the music which Handel v~rote primarily for church 
purposes ivould be of interest, particularly since this field 
has seldom been given detailed treatment in the published 
studies on the subject of the composer and his vmrks . 
The Chandos Anthems, vlhich are discussed in the foll0\'1-
ing pages, vrere vTri tten, as far as has "been determined, for 
services of worship . They contai n examples of almost the 
entire range of Handel ' s greatness and, should all of his 
other works be lost, a fairly accurate appraisal of the com-
p oser ' s genius might be made through an examination of these 
works alone. For that reason, they have been selected as the 
f i eld of concentration in this study of Handel ' s church music . 
Most of the features to be found in the other sacred music 
may be observed in these anthems . They are influenced by 
earlier ivorks, and they in turn present ideas and tech..niques 
which are developed in later compositions . ~~erever possible , 
an attempt has been made to sho~r these relationships and , in 
so doing, to give a general idea of the really sig."lificant, 
though li ttle-lcnmm, contribution made by Handel to the church · 
music repertoire . 
The only existing thematic catalogue of Handel 1 s 110rlt s 
is in the form of an Lmpublished doctoral dissertation by J. 
H. Coopersmith . Since the majority of the Chandos Anthems 
are published only in the gesamtausp;abe , the follovfing pages 
contain , by means of the examples, a thematic index of the 
v 
individual numbers in each of the anthems. 
Each anthem is discussed as a unit, although re-
lationships to other vTorlcs are indicated as they are knmm 
to occur. Comparisons of a general nature are reserved for 
the section follm·ring the analyses. 
vi 
The Chandos Anthems of Handel represent, as far as 
contemporary scholarship has determined, the first pieces of 
this type to be composed by him. Earlier compositions for 
the Church exist, but in forms other than that of the anthem. 
A church cantata Ach Herr, mich armen Slinder, ascribed to 
Handel and dated g_. 1696 or later,1 '\'lOUld be the earliest 
ex isting example of his church music that is known , although 
Bukofzer2and Cherbuliez, 3 among others, have questioned the 
authenticity of the piece . Of his l{nmm church vmrks that 
preceded the Chandos Anthems, four are in the form of Latin 
psalm settings. These, as well as several other pieces of 
Catholic church music, date from the time of his Italian 
journey, which occured betvleen 1706 and 1710 . The only Eng-
lish church music by Handel that pre-dates the Chandos An-
thems is in the form of several Te Deums and a Jubilate. 
Handel had taken up residence at Cannons, the summer 
palace of James Brydges, Earl of Carnarvon, during 1717. 
Lord Brydges had invited Handel to come to Cannons as com-
1.~ poser. That one of the most prominent composers of the 
lvlilliam c. Smith, 11 Catalogue of v'lorks, II Handel: A 
Symposium, ed. Gerald Abrakam (London, 1954), ~. 282. 
2Manfred F. Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New 
York, 1947), p. 315 . 
3_~toine-E. Cherbuliez, Georg Friedrich Handel. 
Leben und Werk (Olten, 1949), p. 376. 
4otto ·Erich Deutsch, Handel. ~ Documentary Biography 
( Nevl York, 1954), p. 78. 
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day should be content to place his talent at the personal 
service of a patron v.ras not, of course, an unusual expecta-
tion. (One is reminded of such men as Prince Eszterh~zy, 
Haydn ' s patron, and Prince Leopold, Bach ' s sponsor at the 
6ourt of Cothen. ) 
vfuile James Brydges was not a prince, he was, in 
many ways, an extraordinary person. When his father died in 
1714, Brydges succeeded to the baronetcy of Chandos. He was 
a magnificent opport~mist, who used both fair and question-
able means to advance his personal fortQDes. He became im-
mensely wealthy serving as paymaster-general in Marlborough ' s 
Wars and had increased his holdings through participation in 
the 11 South-Sea Bubble. 11 There is little doubt that Brydges 
profitted, in these instances, at the expense of others. 
In 1713 he began construction of an immense Italian 
style palace at Ca~~ons. 5 Every luxury was furnished. Marble 
staircases stood under frescoed ceilings and accomodations 
vrere provided for a resident choir and orchestra. 6 It was 
a truly remarkable setting, and Handel ' s acceptance of the 
proposal t o live there is understandable. 
Various authorities have assumed that Handel came to 
5neutsch, loc. cit. 
6Herbert \'leinstock, Handel (Nevi Yorlt , 1946), p. 83. 
3 
Cannons as Brydges 11 private chapel-master,"7 succeeding 
JolL~ Christopher Pepusch in this position. Deutsch r eports , 
hovTever, that Pepusch v1as in charge of the music at Cannons 
8 before, during , and after Handel ' s tenure as composer . 
It is interesting to note that the first perform-
ances of these anthems probably did not occur in the private 
chapel at Can..nons . An i tern from the 11 \'leekly Journal, or 
British Gazetteer," 3rd September 1720 , states that: 
His Grace the Dwce Chandois 1 s Domestick Chappel at ••• 
Cannons ••• had divine itlorship perform 1 d in it vlith an 
~~them on Monday last, it being the first time of its 
being opened . 9 
Since the major portion of the time Handel spent in resi -
dence at Cannons was prior to this date L29 August 172Q7, it 
is most reasonable to assume that the anthems 1qere first 
used for services in St. Lawrence ' s, wbitchurch , vlhich had 
been built by Lord Brydges in 1714. 10 
Apel states that: 
The Baroque anthem reached its highpoint in the grand-
iose anthems of Handel , nearly all of vfhich vlere .,vri tten 
for special festive occasions vlhere an unusual dis-olay 
of means was possible and proper . 11 ~ 
While this is true of such V>TOrks as the Coronation Anthems , 
7Bukofzer, QQ. cit., p . 333 . 
8Deutsch , loc . cit. 
9Ibid., p . 112 . 
1 Oibid., p . 78. 
11Willi Apel , Editor, Harvard Dictionary of Husic 
(Cambridge, 1944), p . 40 . 
4 
the vfedding Anthems, and the Dettingen Anthem, it is of im-
portance, in examining the Chandos Anthems, to have some idea 
of the musical resources v-1hich v1ere available to Handel at 
Cannons, since they do not seem to constitute "an unusual 
display of means. 11 The singers and players at Cannons com-
prised a "Concert" made up of about thirty members . Deutsch 
. 12 l ists the follovling voice parts: three trebles, one alto, 
one tenor , two counter-tenor~ and one bass. To accompany 
these \Jere : four violinists, two oboists (one of whom also 
played the flute), one violoncellist, and one keyboard play-
er vlho performed on the harpsichord and organ. Other instru-
mentalists included players of the bassoon and counter-bass. 
The scoring used in the Chandos Anthems indicates that perhaps 
the full "Concert" \vas not alvmys available. It seems logical 
to assume that the Duke hired extra musicians for special oc-
casions or that, at times \'Then certain members of the entour-
age vvere unable to participate, due to one cause or another, 
Handel composed for vrhatever ensemble was available . Prout ' s 
assumption13 regarding the lack of a viola part in these 
anthems seems inaccurate, as does his belief that the order 
of the anthems may be determined by an examination of the 
scoring. The listing of a violist in the "Concert " indicates 
12Deutsch, Q£• cit., p. 111 . 
13Ebenezer Prout, "Handel's Chandos Anthems, 11 f.'Iusical 
Times, XVII (March, 1876); pp . 391-394. 
5 
other"vvise, and possible reasons are given above for Handel ' s 
variations in scoring, all of "vvhich shows the hazard of at-
tempting to fix the order of the anthems solely on the basis 
of differences in the parts, either instrumental or vocal~ 
Because of this the anthems will be considered according to 
the order in "vvhich they are found in the deutschen Handel-
p;esellschaft (edited by Friedrich Chrysander), vii th refer--
ences to other editions, vvhere necessary. 
6 
The first anthem, "o be joyful in the Lord, " is a 
setting of Psalm 100 . 
14 . 
It is , as Prout notes , an arrange-
ment of the Utrecht Jubilate , which had been composed in 1713 
to celebrate the Peace of Utrecht . (This Jubilate, with i t s 
accompanying Te Deum, is possibly the first English t ext to 
be set by Handel .) In the very first of the Chandos Pnthems 
is to be encountered, then , a situation which occurs repeat-
edly i n Handel ' s music, namely the extensive borrowi~g from 
previously composed works , either from his own pen, or from 
mat erial by other composers. 15 
It has been mentioned above that 11 0 be j oyful in the 
Lord" borro,.Ts from the earlier Utrecht Jubilate . (It is, i n 
fact, a direct arrangement of the entire Jubilate . ) This 
really indi cates a double borrowing, since the .Jubilate is , 
in more than a fev1 instances, a re-\vorking of music to be 
found in the first section of the composer ' s setting of the 
Latin Psalm 11 Laudate pueri Dominum. 11 This psalm setting 
exist s in two versions, one from ~· 1702 , and t he second 
dating from 1707 . (It is this second version that is in 
14 Prout , 2£• cit . , p . 392. 
15The sub j ect of Handel ' s 11 borrowing11 has been 
treated by many v~iters , with varying degrees of sympathy. 
Sedley Taylor dealt wit h it at length in : The Indebtedness 
of Handel to Works hY other Composers (Cambr idge, 1906). 
the same key as both the Jubilate and the first Chandos 
Anthem, a lthough thematic relationships may be noted in 
comparing all four compositions.) 
In the Chandos Anthem version of 11 0 be joyful in 
the Lord, 11 Handel added an introductory prelude for oboe 
and strings. The prelude, as in most of these anthems, is 
in the form of a trio sonata in two movements . It begins 
7 
v.ri th an adagio, which soon leads to the concluding section , 
-marlred allegro, .§. tempo giusto (Ex. 1 ) • 
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The first chorus of the anthem begins vii th a few 
opening phrases for the solo tenor. The notes given to the 
soloist have already been stated in the introduction to this 
section, with even the long 11 0 11 being anticipated by the 
opening tone of the oboe. (The oboe in the Chandos Anthem 
version is a substitute for the trumpet part of the Jubilate, 
and the tenor part of the Chandos vlOrk was given to an alto 
in the earlier vlOrk. The examples which follovl show the 
mruLDer in which Handel employed thematic material from the 
8 
psalm 11 Laudate pueri Dominum 11 in both the Jubilate and Chandos 
Anthem l (Ex. 2 , 3,4). 
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Another interesting facet of Handel's genius which 
may be observed in a comparison of the first anthem \'lith the 
Jubilate is the manner in which he condensed a larger vocal 
score in such a v-ray as to mal-ce it sui table for the more 
limited resources available at Cannons. (Ex . 5), from the 
Jubilate, should be compared with its Chandos version as 
seen in the succeeding score (~. 6). 
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10 
The opening solo and chorus in D major end on the 
dominant chord, and thus prepare for the entry of the next 
chorus, ''Serve the Lord with gladness." Handel exhibits 
here, as in many other places, the same sense of stylistic 
and themati c continuity so evident in the compositions of his 
immortal contemporary, Johann Sebastian Bach. The chorus, 
which is in the form of a double fugue , has a first subject 
which commences on the dominant and proceeds to the tonic(Ex . 
7) , while the answer does the reverse (Ex. 8) . 
After four appearances of this subject, the second subject 
(Ex. 9) is heard, against an instrumental statement of the 
first theme. 
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11 
The entire chorus is developed vli th great skill, until 
near the conclusion, the second subject begins to appear in 
stretto, with the first theme also present (Ex. 10). 
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Although there are other compositions in a much more 
advanced form, it seems appropriate, follovling such an ex-
ample of Handel ' s sldll and inspiration, to quote from 
Mainwaring ' s biography of the composer. 
His Anthems are choral throughout, and so ex-
cellent in their kind, that it would be difficult to 
conceive any thing of human production that is more 
so. Those .which he made for the Duke of Chandois 1 s 
chapel are the least ~own , but far from being among 
the least excellent. 1 
The soprano and bass duet, 11 Be ye sure that the Lord 
16John Ivlainvmring, Memoirs of the Life of the late 
G • .E,. Handel. To which is added §. Catalogue of his vlorks 
and Observations upon them (London, 1760), pp. 187, 188. 
12 
He is God, 11 which follows the fugal chorus, is a version 
of the s~ue music which is given to the alto and bass in 
the Jubilate. The canonic dialogue which occurs in the 
vocal parts is anticipated, in the introduction, by the same 
type of dialogue between the solo violin and oboe, imparting, 
as Lam writes, 11 a note of Corelli-like sv-reetness and gravi-
. ty • • • 111 7 The vocal canon (Ex . 11 ) , vlhich is very strict, 
is not maintained in the second half of the piece, ho\,rever, 
and the part writing becomes somewhat freer in stylee The 
duet is brought to an end vli th a short instrumental postlude 
which is reminiscent of the introduction. 
The chorus , 11 0 go your way into His gates, 11 follo v-1-
ing the soprano and bass duet, is a setting in which Handel 
chose t o write harmonically , rather than contrapuntally . Al -
though there are imitative entries, particularly in the open-
17Basil Lam, 11 The Church Music, 11 Handel : A Symposium, 
2£• cit., p. 176. 
13 
ing section, a succeeding statement of the first theme is 
treated i n straight chordal fashion , wi th the sub ject ap--
pearing as a harmonized bass (me . 12). 
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Each nevi section of the text is given its ovm 11 t t le theme 
(Ex . 13), most of them of a s cale-l ike nature, in contrast 
to the leaps of a fifth and fourth found at the beginning of 
the opening motif . Several of these latter themes are com-
bined, and continue to the end of the chorus, there being 
no recapitulation of the opening subject . 
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The following trio , for soprano, tenor, and bass, is 
deceiving in appearance. At first glance it appears to be 
a flov;ing example of the type of bel-canto wri tine; \vhich 
Handel had learned in Hanover from Steffani. (Thi s associ-
ation with Steffani bore fruit in Handel's lovely Italian 
chamber duets and trios , in which the ever-adaptable German 
paid tribute to his Italian predecessor . ) 18 The opening 
phrase , 11 For the Lord is gracious , His mercy is everlast-
ing, 11 although broken in the first part, does possess a 
fairly long and essentially bel-canto style second section 
(at the \vords, 11 His mercy is everlasting 11 ) (Ex. 14). Thi s 
smoothness gives way, however, to a rather restle ss repeti-
the point of irritation (Ex . 15), illLtil the longer melodic 
l . 
_lnes (Ex. 16) of the concluding section restore some of the 
poise and equanimity displayed in the opening phrase . 
18Heidi lvii tchell, 11 The Chamber Duets of Agostino 
Steffani 11 (unpublished Iviaster 1 s thesis, Boston University, 
1956) , see pp. 62-91 regarding Steffani 1 s influence on 
Handel. 
The 11 Gloria Patri, 11 with \vhich this first Chandos 
Anthem concl udes , is in tvro sections . The opening "Glory 
be to the Father , to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost 11 is 
set in plain, unadorned triads, against a moving figura-
tion in the strings . A most interesting instance of the 
association of ideas in the mind of the composer is to be 
15 
observed in a comparison of the instrwnental interlude s in 
this an. them , separating the s t atements of 11 Glory , 11 with the 
ac companiment of the well-known "Glory to God 11 from t he 
Messiah (Ex . 17 ). , 
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The clos~ng section of the chorus is in that style which 
has given birth to a descriptive adjective used in con-
temporary literature to denote a particular type of choral 
Wl"'i ting , i•§..• 11 Handelian. 11 It commences vli th a fugal type 
theme, \vhich is interrupted by a kind of 11 continuo- homo-
phony, 11 19 leading to the second statement of the theme. The 
remaining sections of the chorus alternate betvmen the two 
types of writing, the final presentation of 11 -vmrld vli thout 
end11 occuring in a series of " chordal strokes 11 typical of 
Handel ' s style (Ex. 18) • 
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19Bukofzer, QQ. cit ., p . 3LJ-o. 
17 
The ten-bar choral 11 Amen 11 is based on a series of ascending 
scale patterns. (For the 11 Arnen 11 in the Jubilate, Handel em-
ployed a series of descending figures, using the same har--
monic basis. ) The last 11 Arnen 11 forms an extended plagal 
cadence, with which the first Chandos Anthem concludes. 
The second Chanclos Anthem, 11 In the Lord put I my 
trust, 11 begins with the usual prelude in the form of an 
introduction and fugue. This introduction was borro\"led 
from the Sonata, Opus 3, Number 5, \"lhich was made famous 
18 
in a greatly expanded version by Elgar. Of this latte~ 
version Lam writes that, 11 i t ought to be notorious, 1120 thus 
taking exception to the elaborate treatment which the 
simple trio pieces received at the hands of his distinguish-
ed countryman. The themes of this introductory trio are 
shown belmv (Ex. 1 9). 
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19 
In addition to its appearance in the aforementioned Sonata, 
Prout notes that " the subjects of the fugue ••• are identical 
with those of the fugue in F sharp minor, in number 6 of the 
first set of the ' Suites de Pieces pour le Olavecin. 111 21 
or, 
The voices called for in the anthem are soprano, ten-
and bass. 22 The first chorus, " In the Lord put I my 
trust, 11 has a light, lyric quality, and a type of musical 
imagery not uncommon in these works, occurring at the words 
11 How say you then to my soul she shall flee as a bird unto 
the hi.ll 11 (Ex. 20). 
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The next number is a tenor solo, 11 God is a constant 
sure defence against oppressing rage. 11 It is to such pieces 
as this that Prout probably referred when he wrote, 11 A large 
proportion of the solos are now antiquated. 1123 At least 
21Prout, QQ. cit., p. 392. 
22The soprano or treble singers at Cannons were male 
falsettists. See Deutsch, QQ. cit ., p. 111 . 
23Prout, QQ. cit., p. 394. 
20 
this type of v-Tri ting is not ordinarily as appealing as the 
bel canto style previously mentioned in connection with the 
first anthem. The rather strenuous vocal line is shovm 
(Ex. 21 ) • 
'~~. ~ llfc 1J J.§Js t J 11 t t ('' v;ul p;t; r ~ti B!i H ff · ij 
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The words, 11 Behold, the wicked bend their bovl, 11 are 
set in a striking chorus. Handel ' s ability to create choral 
excitement with limited resources is effectively illustrated 
in this passage (Ex. 22). 
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The tenor air, 11 But God who hears the suff 1 ring poor, 11 24 
is expressive (Ex. 23), though not as poignant as are many of 
Handel 's later arias. It does, however, ·show a certain affin-
ity to some of the Bach arias which treat s 
24Lam, Ql2.. cit., p. 166 , incorrectly gives , 11 suff 1 ring 
po\v 1 r 11 in the title . 
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Handel has next provided a brilliant setting for a 
chorus 1rrh.ich depicts the kind of punishment the Almighty 
intends for the i'licked . The D major chorus exhibits what 
might almos t be called pleasure at the thought of the 
11 snares, fire, and brimstone 11 which shall fal l on t he heads 
of the wicked (~. 24). 
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-1'he opening of this chorus is borroi'Ted from 11 Alas , they 
bind him fast, 11 f ound in the Passion of Christ . It i'Ias 
used again i n Deborah. 25 
Hovr serene , by contr ast, is the lovely tenor aria 
1-vhich fo lloi'TS , 11 The righteous Lord 1rJill righteous deeds 
1rlith signal favor grace 11 (Ex . 25) .. 
25Prout, QQ. cit .. , p. 392. 
The concluding chorus , 11 Then shall my song, 1-rith 
praise inspired11 is a vTorking of tvm subjects, in d minor 
(Ex. 26). 
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The lr.ey structure of this second Chandos Anthem is 
of mare than passing interest , as the fol l owing chart in-
dicates (Ex. 27). (Key relationships are progressive.) 
Introduction 
Chorus 
Tenor air 
Chorus 
Tenor air 
Chorus 
Tenor air 
Chorus 
d minor 
d minor 
F ma jor 
B flat major 
g minor 
D major 
d minor 
d minor 
tonic key 
refa~ive su - Qml nt 
re a lv~t sub-dominant'"' 
parallel major of 
parallel minor 
Although this by no means constitutes such a chiastic 
arrangement as that found in Bach ' s Gottes Zeit, and dis-
cussed by Geiringer , 26 it does show that Handel was conscious 
of a key continuity, and considered the individual parts in 
their relationship to the vlhole . 
26Karl Geiringer, The Bach Family (New York, 1954), 
pp . 21 0 , 21 1 • 
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The third Chandos Anthem, 11 Have mercy upon me, 11 is a 
setting of Psalm 51. The introductory prelude is in the 
usual trio sonata form, employing oboe and first and second 
violins. The opening andante (Ex. 28) gives an indication of 
the general spirit of the whole anthem, and affords excellent 
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contrast to the interesting little fugue used in the allegro. 
Handel , in this instance, has written a fugue i•.rhich is more 
strict in form than is often the case. The ansvrer, vlhich is 
real, is delayed until the subject has been fully stated (Ex . 
29) . A fine stretto is introduced at measure 50 (Ex. 30) • 
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The oboe and strings of the introduction27 are aug- -
mented by bassoon and organ for the first chorus , 11 Have 
mercy upon me. " The chromatic intensity of the vocal line 
28 is most evocative, as Lam suggests , of Purcell or Humphrey, 
although the English declamation leaves a good deal to be 
desired (Ex . 31 ) . 
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The soprano and tenor duet, "Wash me thoroughly from 
my wickedness, 11 (Ex . 32) is a fine example of the earlier 
27These 11trio sonata" introductions are actually in four 
parts, since th€re is always a continuo bass, to be realized 
on the clavier, with a violoncello or counterbass doubling 
·t he -bass~ ijJ:ie ·~ · ) ' ··:·~ ~-
28Lam, loc. ci te 
.. 
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English cathedral style29 with which Handel ,,ras well acquaint-
ed , since he had ample opportunity to hear performances of 
works by Purcell and other old English masters • 
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In t he t enor recitative, "For I acknowledge my faul ts , 11 
(Ex . 33) Handel displays his mastery of the type of Passion 
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29Prout , loc . cit . 
reci t ative which he had employed in his early St . John 
Passion, as well as in the later Der fur die Sunden der 
26 
Welt ermarterte und sterbende Jesus . In such instances as 
this, t he beauty of Handel ' s music is not dimmed by a com-
parison \vith similar recitatives by Bach. 
The brief tenor air, 11 Against Thee only have I sin-
ned,11 is in the same vein as the preceding recitative(Ex. 34). 
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In the chorus , 11 'l'hou shalt make me hear of joy and 
gladness, 11 (Ex. 35) a fine effect is achieved , by both the 
skill of the choral writing and the freedom vli th vlhich the 
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composer assigns independent lines to the oboe and violins . 
The chorus is, as noted by Prout,3° a reduced version of' 11 Thou 
30Prout, loc. cit. 
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art the King of Glory, " from the Utrecht Te Deum (Ex . 36) . 
·J I ;. 1 c 
The expressive soprano solo which follows , 11 lviake me 
a clean heart , 11 (Ex . 37 ) is made doubly effective by the 
sensitive handling of the accompanying violin and oboe , as 
shown below (Ex. 38) . 
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This soprano air is based on an alto solo, "vfuen Thou 
tool{ 1 s t upon Thee, 11 i'lhich also came from the previousl y 
composed Utrecht Te Deum (Ex. 39) . 
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The concluding chorus, 11 Then shall I teach Thy ways 
unto the wicked, 11 is set to a magnificent fugue, '\'Thi ch has 
a strong, vigorous subject (~. 40) . Prout observes that 
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29 
the same fugue was used later in the third part of the com-
poser ' s oratorio , The Tri~~ph of Time and Truth. 31 The in-
strumental accompaniment is an example of Handel ' s techni-
que of orche strating for the ear rather than for the eye , 
since the apparantly spotty doubl ing of the voice parts by 
instruments reveals itself, on closer examination to be 
either effective accent or reinforcement . As alvmys , Han-
del is more concerned vlith the listener than ;,vi th mere academ-
ic f ormulae , : though his knbwledge of the latter is something 
to be regarded with awe. 
31Prout, lac . cit. 
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The fourth Chandos .Anthem, 11 0 sing u..r1to the Lord a 
new sone; , 11 contains some truly superb examples of Hande l ' s 
choral "VIT'i ting. The delightful trio sonata v·rhich opens the 
anthem is in true chamber music style, and calls to mind 
similar movements in the flute sonatas , works for solo oboe, 
solo violin , etc. It is in the usual sequence of slow-fast 
(Ex . 41 ). 
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The first chorus opens wi th a passage for solo 
soprano i•Thich is imbued with the atmosphere and spirit of 
the Italian chamber duet , and Vlhich readily calls to mind 
similar exampl es by Corel li and Steff ani . This section 
is accompanied by a solo oboe, in addition to the customary 
continuo instruments (Ex. 42) . 
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The thematic struc t ure here is skillfully established , for 
\'Then the chorus enters (Ex. L~3 ), its melodic material is 
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32 
dra~m, not from the soprano solo , but from the oboe passage 
which introduced the chorus. 
The fugue i•rhich follo1trs has become the subject of two 
widely disparate opinions. Lam maintains that it is so dead-
32 ly dull that it may not even be authentic Handel, while 
Prout is of the opinion that it is a 11 magnificent fugue: a 
masterpiece of contrapuntal sk:ill . 11 33 . The present vrriter holds 
to this latter view, feeling that Lam has here co1nmitted a 
double error, since he compares this fugue, with its full 
closes to "one of Bach ' s equally rare instances of the same 
~1eakness 1 Sicut locutus est" in the Magnificat. 11 34 He appar-
antly overlooks the fact that Bach had a perfectly legiti-
mate reason for vJriting in this manner at such a spot, i.g_. , 
he wished to give an archaic flavor to emphasize the mean-
ing and content of 11 as He spake to our fathers . 11 35 
The extended excerpt \'lhich is quoted (Ex. 44) '\'ril l 
enable the reader to observe the inversion of both subject 
and counter-subject , as well as the manner in which they are 
developed. He vrill thus be able to formulate an opinion of 
his own concerning the merits of the fugue . 
32Lam, QQ. cit ., p . 168 . 
33Prout, 2£• cit., p. 392 . 
~1.!-
:J Lam, loc . cit. 
35cf. Geiringer, 22· cit . , p~ 233 . 
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The chorus concludes with seventeen bars of full chordal 
harmonies (Ex. 45) in vihich Handel utilizes instruments and 
voices to obtain a far richer texture than one might expect 
possible with the rather limited resources available . 
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The descriptive tenor air which follows is one of 
the instances in which Handel strives to create a realistic 
depiction of the forces of nature mentioned in the tenor solo, 
11 The waves of the sea . 11 The waves may be noted in there-
petitious figure found in the accompaniment (Ex . 46) . 
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The following duet for soprano and tenor , 11 0 wor-
ship the Lord, 11 is i n excellent contrast to the preceding 
tenor solo, since it is composed of long cantabile lines 
-
for the vocalists (Ex . 1+7) . It i·Tas used again , in an a l to 
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and bass arrangement , for the second version of the fifth 
A short passage for the full ensemble (Ex. 48a ) 
leads into the final chorus proper , uLet the heav 1ns re-
.... ;~. . 
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joice, 11 a brief but j oyous ·vwrk in homophonic rather than 
contrapuntal s tyle (Ex. 48b) . 
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'rhe fifth Chandos Anthem, 11 I will magnify Thee, 11 is 
closely related to Handel ' s instrumental music. As ThL~ofzer 
notes ,36 in this anthem a trio sonata (later published as Op. 
5, no . 1) vms re cast in a vocal setting. The anthem is i n -
eluded in H. G. in its two versions. The borroirrings in it are 
so extensive that it seems worth•while to present , in con-
densed form, those relationships that are knovm, before pro-
ceeding to a discussion of the individual numbers. 
Introduction: Andante 
Tenor , 11 Ev'ry day will 
I give thanlm 11 
Chandos Anthem Vb 
Opening andante , incl . 
alto solo. 
Duet, 11 0 worship the 
Lord 1•1-al to and bass . 
Chorus , 11 Glory and wor-
ship 1 . 
Alto solo , intra . to 
final chorus, 11 Right-
eousness and equity 11 
Other sources 
Sonata for 2 vlns. , Op. 5, No .1. 
Vln. Concerto Bb. H.G. vol. 21, 
p . 108. 
"'rhou wilt bring them in 11 -Israel 
in Egyt;t 11 ; 11 I know that my Re-
deemer - Messiah. (Latent idea) 
from Andante of intra. to Va. 
from Chandos Anthem IV, sop. and 
ten. duet . 11 0 vrorship the Lord 11 
from Chandos Anthem VIII 
from Chandos Anthem VII 
36Bukofzer , Qg. cit., p. 334. 
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As might be expected, the introduction to the fifth 
anthem betrays its chamber music origin (Ex. 49), with that 
. lucidity of contrapm1tal texture so typical of the baroque. 
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The opening chorus, 11 I will magnify Thee, 0 God my 
King , 11 is a rather average worl{ of its type , but the tenor 
line, unlike that of the soprano and bass, i s marked by a 
fair amount of coloratura iiTiting (Ex. 50), suggestiP~ that 
Handel may have had in mind a particularly proficient solo-
ist at the time he was composing this anthem. 
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The idea of a particularly gifted tenor soloist , men-
tioned above, is supported by the fact that the next air i s 
a lovely tenor solo, 11 Ev ' ry day will I give thanks . 11 As Lam 
suggests ,37 this solo . seems to foreshadow one of Handel ' s 
greatest airs, 11 I know that my Redeemer liveth , 11 from the 
Iv1essiah (Ex . 51). 
37Lam , QQ. cit ., p. 168~ 
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The chor1.:.s , 11 0ne generation shall praise Thy works , 11 
is in imitative style, with the parts entering in sequence 
(Ex . 52). 
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Though the parts are equal ly florid in this instance , it is 
interesting to note that it is the tenor which has the open-
ing statement of the subject . 
The soprano solo whi ch follows , 11 The Lord is right-
eous 
11 (Ex . 53), is a joyous v-rork, and bears a certain re-
semblance in style and spirit to the soprano air, 11 Et 
exultavit 11 from J.S. Bach ' s setting of the Magnificat • 
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A t enor recitative, unusual in its depiction of con-
trasting sentiments by the use of widely disparate tempi 
'llli thin the same movement (Ex . 54) , leads to an air, 11 Happy 
are the people that are in such a case. 11 (Ex . 55). This 
suffers by comparison with the earlier tenor solo in the 
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anthem, s ince it is a poorer specimen of the same general 
style. 
The concluding chorus, 11 My mouth shall speak the 
praise of the Lord 11 begins 1.vi th another solo tenor section 
(Ex. 56), leading to a small scale 11 Amen 11 chorus which com-
pletes the anthem. 
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The second version of the fifth Chandos Anthem be-
gins \<ri th the same introductory andante , but in lieu of the 
allegro, Handel has inserted an alto solo , the music of which 
is based on the concluding section of the andante (Ex . 57). 
E "· 5"7. At~o ;~•(D 
The followi ng duet for alto and bass (really in 
baritone range) is the same as t he soprano and tenor 11 0 
worship t h e Lord , 11 d i scussed under Chandos Anthem IV. 
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Handel next inserted a superb chorus from the eighth 
anthem, 11 Glory and worship are before Him. 11 The version 
used in the present instance employs a solo quartet and 
ripieni alto , tenor, and bass . As Lam states , 38 the declama-
tion of 11Glory and \vorship are bef ore him 11 is almost 
reminiscent of Carissimi in its simplicity and effect (Ex . 58). 
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38Lam , QQ. cit . , p . 169 . 
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Another chorus , 11 'rell it out among the heathen" is 
also drawn fro:n the eighth anthem , and vlill be included under 
the discussion of that anthem. 
The concluding chorus of Chandos Anthem Vb commences 
with an alto solo (Ex . 59) , 11 Righteousness and equity, 11 39 
leading to a final brilliant 11 Amen 11 section, as Y.Tas the case 
in the first version, though the music and meter employed here 
differ from that used in the earlier work. 
... 't f 
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39cf . the seventh Chandos Anthem , p . 
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The sixth Chandos Anthem, 11 As pants the hart, 11 is a 
setting of the forty-second Psalm. It exists in at least 
four versions, and the problems of chronology, sources, and 
rearrangements are exceedingly complex . 
The opening sonata (Ex . 60) begins with the usual 
slovl movement and proceeds to a closely-knit second section. 
(This latter section is present only in version A. ) 
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The first chorus in version A, 11As pants the hart, 11 40 
40An anon. article in the Musical Times, (October 1906), 
p. 674 states : 11 Handel 1 s imperfect knowledge of the English 
language (is) ••• ·illustrated by the autograph score in the 
British Museum of his Chandos Anthem 1 As pants the hart 1 where-
in • •• he "\'Trites 1As paints the hart . 1 That this v.ras not a slip 
of the pen is whown by his having written 1paints 1 through-Dut 
the movement -thirteen times in all . " 
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is a strict setting in three parts, with the solo soprano 
stating the theme (Ex . 61 ). The B version uses six voices 
in a motet style piece, and other versions also differ . 
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The highly melodic 11 Tears are my daily food , " for solo 
soprano, exists in a great variety of arrangements . The bass 
part in version A is marked for organ solo (Ex. 62) , while 
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another form employs an interesting accompaniment for oboe 
and bassoon. 
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The tenor air which follows is a setting of 11 Now 
when I think thereupon, " with an unusual accompaniment, em-
ploying a solo violin playing harpeggio chords ove r +he mov -
ing parts in the accompanimental strings (Ex. 63) . 
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A brief, fugal-style chorus on 11 In the voice of praise 
and the..nl{sgiving 11 (Ex. 64) is followed by a plaintive duet for 
soprano and tenor, 11 Why so full of grief, 0 my soul? 11 41 Lam 
notes the connection betvleen the above theme and a vlell-knOlW!l 
41Lam, QQ. cit., p. 170. 
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air from J. S. Bach ' s St. Matthevl "Passion, the introduction 
to the alto 11 Ah! novr is my Jesus gone. 11 (Ex. 65) • 
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The chorus~ ''Put thy trust in God 11 (Ex. 66) con-
eludes the anthem with a movement in fugal style. 
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In the B version of the sixth Chandos Anthem is to be 
found one of the fe\'l instances of a Q.§:nto fermo setting by 
Handel. The basses and tenors sing the chorale melody in 
unison, with the instrumental accompaniment t reated vli th a 
technique Handel undoubtedly acquired from his old master, 
4? Zachow. - The chorale, left unidentified by Handel, is the 
familiar Christ lag in Todesbanden , to which the English 
text, "For I went with the multitude" is set. {Ex. 66b) . 
42Bukofzer, QQ. cit., p. 334. 
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Other changes found in the B version of Chandos Anthem 
VI include an arrangement of 11 \fuy so full of grief, 0 my 
soul'? 11 in which the soprano and tenor duet is given to alto 
and tenor . The concluding chorus in this version is 11 Put thy 
trust in God, 11 but it is here found in d minor , a whole tone 
lower than in version A. 
J 
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The seventh Chandos .Anthem, 11 My song shall be al -
way , 11 is a setting of Psalm 89 . It has the customary two-
movement sonata opening (Ex. 67). 
The opening chorus, 11 "My song shall be alway ," is un-
usual in that i t has a section in which the three lower parts 
sing a unison passage over which the soprano sings a more 
florid line (Ex. 68). (The unison section is also found in 
the Utrecht Te Deum, accompanying the words , 11 The heavens and 
all the powers therein. 11 
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A tenor recitative (Ex. 69) is followed by the tenor 
air, 11 God is very greatly to be feared 11 (Ex. 70), in which 
the oboe traces the vocal outline in the course of the in-
strumental introduction. 
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The descriptive 11 Thou rulest the raging of the sea, 11 
with its repetitious accompanimental bass figure, was set 
for soprano, tenor, and bass soli, as might be expected in 
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view of the melismatic vocal lines (Ex . 71 ). 
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Unison strings and bassoon present the melodic out-
lines to be sung by the alto and bass in the duet , 11 The 
heavens are Thine " (Ex. 72). 
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The chordal opening of "Righteousness and equity, 11 
(Ex . 73) is typical , with its sequential repetitions of 
the opening phr~se. ~rout declares it the best number i n 
the anthem. 43 An interesting borrowing, not mentioned in 
any of the sources consulted, occurs in this number . It 
54 
is a version in A ma jor , for chorus , of a melodic line and 
text vrhich appear in the second version of Chandos Anthem 
y as an alto solo in F sharp minor . 
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In the soprano solo, 11 Blessed is the people " (Ex . 
74), a flowing soprano line is answered imitatively by the 
solo oboe . 
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43Prout, QQ. cit . , p. 393. 
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A brief but fine chorus in this sevent h Chandos 
Anthem is the concluding 11 'I'hou art the glory of their 
strength." Its unison passages, interspersed with the 
repeated 11 Allelujas 11 (Ex. 75), may be seen as pointing the 
way tovmrds what is probably the best kno\'lll of all such 
choruses. 
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The eighth Chandos Anthem , 11 0 come let us sing unto 
the Lord, 11 is a setting of Psalm 95. It contains some of 
Handel ' s most superb choral writing . The overture opens 
with resounding chords and crisp rhythms (Ex. 76), proceed-
ing to a small scale fugue, which is not distinguished by 
any special effects (Ex. 77) • 
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. The opening chorus, 11 0 come let us sing unto the 
. 4LL 
Lord11 is based , as Prout notes , · on the Gregorian fi fth 
tone. This figure or motif (Ex. 78 ) appears four times , 
44Prout , 2£• cit., p . 393. 
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once in each voice , with the excepti on of the alto , which 
reinforces the t enor entrance and thus sings it twice . 
Unity is achieved by accompanying the opening statement of 
the Gregorian tone with material suggestive of the choral 
section ""hich is to folloi·T . 
The second section of this chorus is a fugal setting 
of , "Let us come before His presence l'fi th thanksgiving , 11 
which concludes on the tonic chord of A ma j or . Then follows 
a most interesting seven bar section, for chorus and instru-
ments , in which Handel establishes the key of a minor , 
using it as a modulatory bridge (Ex . 79 ) to the tenor air , 
11 0 come let us vrorship , 11 which is in F ma j or . 
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This air has a lovely pastoral accompaniment for t wo re -
corders, violins , and continuo , which is the same orchestra-
tion to be found with its earlier appearance in the opera 
Silla. lt-5 (Ex. 80). 
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The povlerful chorus which foll ov.rs, '' Glory and wor-
ship are before Him, 11 has beun discussed under the fifth 
... 46 
anwhem . 
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The alto soloist introduces the next number , another 
splendid chorus , 11 'rell it out among the heathen ." In this 
i nstance Handel ' s musical . rhetoric is superb (Ex . 81 ). 
After the chorus has been gi v·::m this theme i n a deve lopment 
section , concluding on the dominant, a ne11 theme, based on 
a poi.·verful sequence of fourths accompanies the ":,vords 11 and 
that He made the world so :fast it can 1 t be moved . 11 In a 
bit of obvious, but effective pictorialism, the bass then 
reiterates, on a single tone , " so fast that it can ' t be 
moved . 11 (Ex . 82) . i'lhen the sequential theme has been de -
veloped, the "Tell it out " subject is worked into the 
4·6 _,... Q.!.. p . LJ-4, fifth anthem. 
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contrapuntal structure , and the chorus builds t o a magni-
f icent climax. The whole chorus is a brilliant example 
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of Handel ' s almost unparalled choral t e chnique . Analysis 
of such a vmrk brings to mi nd Davison 1 s remarks concern-
ing Handel ' s ability : 
To Handel ' s German equipment may be added a 
mastery of Italian s tyle •• • and a complete understand-
ing of English choral art •••• Mos t important of all, 
hovmver , i s Handel himself, \'Tho invested everything he 
wrote i'li th a spaciou~ness and a ma j esty that came only 
from his own genius .47 
L~7 Archibald T. Davison, Bach and Handel (Cambridge , 
Mass • , 1 9 51 ) , p . 4 3. 
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The first of three succeeding arias is a soprano 
setting of 11 0 magnify the Lord. 11 Strings and continuo 
60 
accompany this solo, v1hich alter-nates flowing, melodic lines 
\vi th vocal quavers (R"'C . 83) , and leads to a tenor solo , 11 The 
Lord preserveth11 (Ex. 84). 
f' • L., .. ~ I 
1-c .... -
The oboe joins the strings in the accompaniment to 
the latter air, but strings alone are scored for the accom-
paniment to the last and finest of the three solos . Thi s is 
a flowing setting, for tenor, in an adagio tempo, of 11 For 
look , as high as the heaven is. 11 (Ex . 85). The vocal l ine 
and rhythm invite comparison vli th works in similar vein by 
Bach. Handel would not suffer in such a comparison. 
The final chorus, 11 There is sprung up a light for 
61 
the righteous 11 is more fine Handel (Ex . 86), a l though it can-
not quite measure up to the standard set in the earlier rrum-
bers for chorus in this splendid eighth Chandos ~nthem . 
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The ninth Chandos Anthem , 11 0 praise the Lord vii th one 
consent, 11 is unique in that it is the only one lacking an 
orchestral introduction. The vTork begi~s with a thirty-six 
bar prelude to the first chorus , in which the first tvm meas-
ures establish the opening choral theme and its accompanying 
harmonies (Ex. 87) . As is apparant , this canto fermo is the 
first half of the hymn tune "st . Anne . 11 The statements of 
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the theme are separated by developments on a second sub-
ject , "and magnify His name 11 (Ex . 88) . 
+ b #-. • 
The chorus concludes with a contrapuntal treatment of a 
third theme, "Let all the servants of the Lord" (Ex . 89). 
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Tv.Io extended tenor arias follov.; . The first, "Praise 
Him, all ye that in His house," proceeds, in its first sec-
tion, from the tonic, c minor, to a close in the relative key 
of E flat ma jor. A middle section, which moves into several 
related keys, is follo-vled by a closing portion which returns 
to the tonic key , c minor . The vlhole air manage s, as is 
often the case in Handel's works, to combine a sense of unity 
vlith a somewhat improvisatory style (Ex. 90). 
I 
The second air, "For this our truest int 1 rest, 11 is 
al most jolly enough to be called a '' rollicking· good tune, 11 
as v.rell as being an excellent example of the fact that such 
a mood can be conveyed in a minor mode (g. 91 ) • • 
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"That God is great" is a fine solo, prophetic of such 
things as the bravura 11 Why do the nations rage? 11 from the 
Messiah. Its rapid tempo and wide range (Ex . 92) demand 
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real vocal dexterity. 
All three of the previously mentioned songs, Prout 
48 
writes , were later employed in the oratorio Deborah, with 
"Praise Him" becoming 11 No more disconsolate, 11 "For this our 
truest interest" appearing as 11 0ur fears are now forever 
fled , 11 and a modification of 11 That God is great " being used 
as 11 Awake the ardor of thy breast . 11 
The setting of 11 Wi th cheerful notes let all the earth, 11 
,,rhich follovlS the three solos , is another of the superb chor-
uses which enrich the eighth and ninth Chandos A.nthems. After 
a robust beginning (Ex. 93), there occurs, at "To He av 1 n their 
voices raise, 11 a passage ,,.lhi ch Lam feels is truly ~-1ozartean 
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in idiom and effect (Ex . 94). He adds that such passages 
are far less rare in Handel 1 s music than is generally be-
lieved.49 
48Prout, op. cit., p . 393. 
49Lam , ~· cit., p. 173. 
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The chorus is concluded by an extended development of a 
hymn-like theme. 
A brief soprano air, 11 God 1 s tender mercy knovls no 
bounds, 11 is inserted before the final chorus, serving as 
a charming interlude between the two larger works (Ex. 95). 
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The final chorus, in tvm sections , begins with 11 Ye 
boundle s s realms of j oy, 11 a brisk work, \'Thich developes 
several themes, and alternates between a com~trapuntal and 
homophonic style (Ex . 96) . 
The concluding section, 11 Your voices raise , ye 
Cherubin and Seraphin, 11 is as brilliant and effective as 
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11 All we like sheep, 11 or 11 For unto us a child is born, 11 from 
the Messiah. (And at least as difficult!) The effect of one 
coloratura line used in apposition to three other parts sing-
ing staccato accents, or of all of the voices singing s uch 
detached chords against an instrumental version of the 
fioritura i s unmistakably Handelian (~. 97). 
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The tenth Chandos Anthem , 11 The Lord is my light, 11 is 
a setting of Psalm 27. It employs a five-voice chorus, '-'Thich 
includes two tenor parts . A sonata i n t wo movements , as was 
the case in all of the anthems discussed thus far except the 
one preceding, introduces the anthem. Its andante and allegro 
are in the customary trio style (Ex . 98). 
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The opening vocal section is a tenor solo, 11 The Lord 
is my light, 11 (Ex. 99), which leads to an i mitative treat-
ment for chorus of "Though an host of men were laid against 
me 11 (Ex . 100). 
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The next chorus, 11 Yet shall my heart not be afraid, 11 
is set to a solemn cantus firmus (Ex. 101 ) • 
The tenor air, 11 0ne thing have I desired of the Lord, 11 
i s , according to Lam50 .the finest piece in the entire anthem. 
The lyric line of the solo is accompanied by strings and t wo 
flutes (Ex. 102). 
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There is nothing o f great import ance t o note in the 
chorus, 11 I 1-'lill offer in His dwel l ing an oblation11 (Ex . 103 ), 
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bas s line which immediately calls to mind "Thus saith the 
Lord , 11 from the Messiah. Portions of this section , changed 
from ma j or to minor tonality , were used for 11 The nations 
tremble, 11 in Jo shua. 51 
The next section of 29 bars, 11 They are brought dov.rn 
and fallen, 11 suggests the type of chromatic lln.e:_\'Th.tch Pur-
cell al so used with great effectiveness (Ex . 105). This 
lead s to the concluding section of the chorus, 11 0 praise 
the Lord vii th me" ~Ex. 106). This part of the chor us , 
t)C. lOb. 
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51Prout, QQ. cit., p . 394. 
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the overture to Deborah. 52 
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The short tenor air , 11 The Lord is my strength and my 
shield 11 (Ex . 107 ), leads to an unusual gigue for soprano , 
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association of ideas in Handel ' s mind is again evidenced by 
52BW{ofzer , QQ. cit. , p . 322 . 
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the fact that this later furnished the material for 11 But 
the waters overwhelmed their enemies, 11 in Israel in Egypt . 53 
The concluding chorus is in three sections , with 
both fugal and homophonic treatment of the sub jects (Ex. 
109a , b . c ) , 
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AlthoUGh this is the longest of the Chandos P~th~, it is 
not, unfortunately , as exc~llent as it is volumin ou s . 
The eleventh Chandos Anthem , 11 Let God Arise, 11 takes 
its text from Psalm 68. Hande l again v-rri tes for a four 
part chorus. 
The introductory sonata is in two movements, as usual, 
althoug...l-1 the style of the allegro is not the customary one 
of a fugal development (Ex. 110). Instead, it serves as 
an exposition of material to be used in the accompaniment of 
the first chorus, 11 Let God arise, 11 (g. 111 ) • 
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The second section of this opening chorus contains 
a pictorial treatment of 11 Let them also that hate Hi m flee" 
(Ex . 112), as well as a remarkable (for this period) use of 
duple rhythm in triple meter (Ex . 11 3), vvhich seems to fore-
shadovT similar sections in such later vwrks as Brahms 1 
Schiel{ sal slied. 
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The tenor air, 11 Like as the s moke vanisheth 11 (Ex . 
114), is in pure bel - canto style, v;i th a flovving accompan-
iment in t he lower strings . 
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A soprano air, 11 Let the righteous be glad, " is not 
nearly as fine as the preceding air , although it is much 
superior in declamation to similar airs from the earlier 
anthems (E~. 11 5). 
A brilliant gigue chorus, 11 0 sing unto God, 11 vrhich 
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follovls, is believed by Lam to be for solo quartet . 5 ~ He 
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feels that the vocal figurations (Ex. 116) are too difficult 
for chorus. This reasoning seems somewhat fallacious, since 
there are several choruses in the Messiru~ of at least equal 
difficulty, v1hose obstacles are usually hurdled without un-
due strain by a competant choir. 
The final chorus is marked by an opening choral 
adagio, "Praised by the Lord 11 (Ex . 117), which leads to an 
imitative section in 3/2 time, to which is set, 11 At Thy re-
bul:e " (Ex. 118). 
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The final chorus closes 1.vi th a sturdy theme , 55 set of f by 
11 Hal l elujahs 11 (Ex . 11 9). 
55Prout 1 s contention that this theme wa s later 
used for 11 I wi l l sing unto the Lord 11 in Israel in Egypt 
does not seem to be accurate . 
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An understanding of the orchestral techniques em-
ployed by Handel in his accompaniments to the Chandos An-
thems is essential for an appreciation of the effect of these 
splendid pieces. These accompaniments vary in instrumenta-
tion, from the solo violin or oboe, with clavier, used in _ 
numerous arias, to the full orchestration of some of the 
choruses, employing violins, violas , violoncello , counter-
bass , oboes, bassoons, clavier, and, occasionally, brasses. 
The forms of accompaniment mo s t used were : the 
typical continuo orchestration, with its dependence on strings 
as the background for the voices, and solo oboe or violin 
used as a foil to individual vocal lines; and, the type of 
contrapuntal orchestration which reached its peak in the 
late baroque . 55 This latter type is encountered mainly in 
the choruses, and, understandably, the previously mentioned 
form of accompaniment occurs most often in conjunction with 
the solo arias. 
Handel followed the baroque principle of employing 
a basso continuo, or thorough-bass accompaniment. The 
accompanimental harmonies, in the case of the Chandos Anthems, 
as vTell as i n such vTorl{s as the Coronation Anth~, Funeral 
Anthem , Wedding Anthems , etc., '"ere undoubtedly realized on 
55 8 8 Bukofzer , .QJ2.. cit., pp. 3 1, 3 2. 
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the organ,::> al thoug...h. the harpsichord may also have been 
utilized in place of, or with the former instrument. 
In the realization of the basso continuo , the bass 
line was reinforced by a violoncello or a viola da gamba.57 
Handel often gave spe cific indications concerning the in-
s truments to be used in the continuo. His scor·es have 
markings vlhi ch show that the accompanimental bass was in-
tended for organo solo, violoncello solo , or bassoon solo . 
The vrords tasto solo, meaning no accompani ment other than the 
bass notes, are also found. 
Throughout the anthem accompaniments , i nstruments are 
u sed to give dramatic impact, tonal support, and contrasts 
in textur e. Although Handel v-rorks , generally spealcins , on 
a l arge canvas, -vfi th broad s trbke s, these anthems reveal his 
superior sltill at achieving contrast by a reduction of or-
chestral forces at strategic spots in the music~ 
Handel vras sen.si tive to the effect of using certa n 
instruments in conjunction \vi th spec ific types of music . An 
example of this is his use of t wo recorders in connec t on 
wi th the pastoral setting of 11 we are the people of His pas-
ture and the sheep of His hand , 11 occurring in the eighth 
56The English organs of Handel ' s day did not, gen-
erally spealdng , have a pedal section , and vmre not by any 
means the equal of contemporanious German instruments . 
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anthem (Ex. 80). He v1as al so partial to the poignant tone 
of the oboe , and this instrument plays a prominent solo 
role in the introduction and accompaniment to many arias . 
The recitative accompaniments are of both recitative 
secco and recitative accompap;nato type , and, in several in-
sta!lces, the similarity betvreen these reci tati ves and the 
passion reci tati ves of Bach shows that Handel vms as 
capable in this area as his oft- praised contemporary. ~~ 
outstanding example of this occurs in the th'rd anthem, in 
the tenor recitative , 11 For I acknov,rledge my faults,' ' vrhich 
is accompanied by strings. (Ex . 33 ). 
Throughout the music of Handel , one encounters ex-
amples of his exploitation of unusual instrumental combina-
tions . Instances of this type occur in Giulio Ce~, with 
the use of double orchestra, including harp and theorbo , 
and in Alexander Balus, which employs flute, harp, mando-
line, and organ to accompany one of the airs . 58 The sixth 
Chandos Anthem utilizes such an unusual instrumental effect 
for the tenor air , 11 Novr vrhen I think thereupon. 11 The strings 
are augmented by a solo violin, which plays arpeggio type 
chords over the rest of the ac companiment . Though this i s 
not as exotic as the previously mentioned effects, it is 
58Gerald Abraham, 11 Some Points of Style, 11 Handel: A 
SymDosium , QP.. cit., p. 274. 
an indication that, even in his religious music , Handel 
attempted to achieve all possible variety. 
Throu~hout the anthems , one is able to observe 
Handel ' s mastery of orchestration , both as an individual 
and as an accompanimental medium. 
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Although Handel excelled in orchestration , it is in 
the medium of choral expression that his mastery is truly 
supreme. The Chandos Anthems furnish abundant evidence of 
this. There are many exquisite, melodic airs , set in the 
intimate chamber style of Steffani. These are alternated 
with imposing choruses, of varying types . 
Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the composer's 
choral tec~nique is his use of solo and chorus in alterna-
tion and intermingled. 59 Alongside this must be placed his 
superior ability at mixing polyphonic and chordal textures 
in a ma~~er which affords marvelous contrast and effect. 
Examples of this are found in the eighth and, ninth anthems . 
In contrast to Bach ' s polyphonic style of choral 
writing, Handel wrote in a freer vein, making use of brief 
motives and short countersubjects, written in double counter-
point. This freedom of texture , reflecting Handel ' s Italian 
experience , allov.red him to readily transfer vocal fugues to 
59Romain Rolland, Handel, trans. A. Eaglefield Hull 
(New York, 1916), p. 138 . 
the keyboard , whi le the reverse vras, for h i m, j ust as easy. 
His polyphony was remarkable clear and balanced, not striv-
ing for mysticism, but expressing instead the elements of 
life itself . 61 On occasion a cantus f~rmus type melody would 
be used as the basis for the contrapm~tal structure of one 
of the choruses, treated in the style of Handel ' s early 
master, Zachovl. 
'rhe solos and duets found in the Clll.andos An.thems 
display various forms. The influence of Steffani ' s chamber 
duets has been previously mentioned . Many of the a irs are 
in da capo form, with the second part often possessing a 
different character or movement, or even occurring in re -
citative style . 
In brief , all of the techniques and genius evident 
in Handel ' s greatest works may be found , in one form or 
another, in these remarkable anthems, written shortly be -
fore the mid-point in the life of one of the world 1 ~most 
dynamic and inspired geniuses . 
61 Paul Henry Lang, lviusic in \"lestern Civilization 
(NevT York , 19l.J-9) , p. 528. 
ABSTRACT 
George Frideric Handel, one of the greatest composers 
ever to live or work in Engl and, \'Tas born a German. !•lost of 
his works vThich employ a text use English or Italian, neither 
his native tongue . In spite of an almost unparal led genius 
for musical creativity , he often appropriated material by 
other composers and adapted it for his ovm uses . 
A long history of performances of a few vlOrks which 
have come to have religious associations has resulted in 
Handel ' s being thought of as a church composer . It is para-
doxical that his reputation in this r e spect should rest on 
mus ic not originally composed for the church , i1hile \'iorks 
vrri tten for sacred services have been either ignored or for-
gotten. 
In view of the above , it seemed of interest to in-
vestigate this bone fide church music . The eleven Chandos 
.Anthems represent the largest group of such music . In them 
is to be found almost every type and style of Handel ' s music, 
both orchestral and choral . Since they often draw upon 
earlier v.rorks, and are frequently used in later compositions , 
it may be readily seen that they present a rather compre-
hensive panorama of the composer ' s creative output . Handel 
vrrote such a large amount of music , particularly in the field 
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An understanding of the orchestral technique s em-
ployed by Handel in his accompaniments to the Ohandos An-
thems is essential for an appreciation of the effect of these 
splendid pieces. The accompaniments vary in instrumentat ion, 
from a solo violin or oboe, with continuo , used in numerous 
arias , to the full orchestrat i on of some of the choruses , 
employing violins, vio l as , viol oncel l o, counterbass , oboes, 
bassoons , cl avier, and occasionally brasses . 
The forms of accompaniment most used were: the 
typical continuo orchestrati on , with its dependence on strings 
as the background for the voices , and solo oboe or violin 
used as a foil to individual vocal lines ; and the type of 
contrapuntal orche stration which reached its peak in the 
late baroque . 55 This latter type , in which a l l voices are 
of importance , and may be doubled , i s encountered mainl y in 
the choruses , vlhile the previously mentioned f orm of accom-
paniment occurs most often in con junction \-Ii th the solo 
arias. 
Handel followed the baroque p r inciple of employing 
a basso continuo , or thorough-bass accompaniment . The 
accompanimental harmonies , in the case of the Chandos Anthems, 
as well as in such works as the Coronation Anthems , F\meral 
55Bukofzer , QQ. cit ., pp . 381 , 382 . 
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Anthem, \tiedding Anthems, etc., vTere undoubtedly realized on 
the organ,56 though the harpsichord may also have been 
utilized in place of, or with the former instrument. 
In the realization of the basso continuo , the bass 
line was reinforced by a violoncello or a viola da gamba.57 
Handel often gave specific indications concerning the in-
strQments to be used in the continuo . His scores have 
markings which show that the accompanimental bass was in-
tended for organo solo, violoncello solo , or bassoon solo . 
The words tasto solo~ meaning no accompaniment other than the 
bass notes , are also found, along with the t erm tutti bassi , 
which is self-explanatory . 
Throughout the anthem accompaniments , instruments are 
used to give .dramatic impact , tonal support, and contrasts 
in texture . Although Handel works, generally speal{ing , on 
a l arge canvas , with broad strokes , these anthems reveal his 
superior skill at achieving contrast by a reduction of the 
orchestral forces at strategic spots in the music . 
Handel was sensitive to the effect obtained by using 
certain instruments in conjunction '\'lith specific types of 
music . Pn example of this is his use of two recorders in 
connection vri th the pastoral setting of "we are the people 
56The English organs of Handel 1 s day did not , gen-
erally speaking, have a pedal section , and were not by any 
means the equal of contemporanious G-erman instruments . 
57Apel, op . cit., p. 746. 
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of His pasture and the sheep of · His hand , 11 occulrring i n 
the eighth anthem (Ex. 80) . He vms also partial to the 
poignant tone of the oboe, and thi s instrument plays a 
prominent solo role in the introduction and accompaniment 
of many arias . 
The recitative accompaniments are of both recitativo 
secco and recitativo accomnagnato type, and in several in-
stances , the similarity between these recitatives and the 
passion reci tati ves of Bach shovis that Handel ,.,ras as cap-
able in this area as his oft-praised contemporary . An 
outstanding example of this occurs in the third anthem , in 
the tenor reci ta t i ve , 11 For I acl-tnovTledge my faults, 11 whi ch 
is accompanied by strings (Ex. 33) . 
Throue~out the music of Handel, one encounters ex-
amples of his exploitation of LillUsual instrumental combina-
tions. Examples of this occur in Giulio Cesare, vi i th 
the use of double orchestra, including harp and theorbo , 
and in Alexander Balus , \'lhi ch employs flute, harp, mando-
line, and organ to accompany one of the airs . 58 The sixth 
Chandos Anthem utilizes a special instrumental effect for 
the tenor air, 11 Now vihen I think thereupon. 11 'The strings 
are aue;mented by a solo violin , -v.rhich plays arpeggio type 
chords over the rest of the accompaniment . Though this i s 
58Gerald Abraham , 11 Some Points of Style , 11 Handel : A 
Sympo s i1JJn, .QQ. cit ., p . 274. 
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not as exotic as the previously mentioned effects, it i s 
an indication that , even in his religious music, Handel 
attempted to achieve all possible variety in the orchestral 
texture . Throughout the anthems Handel ' s mastery of the art 
of orches t r ation , both for individual and accompanLnental 
purpose~ i s strikingly demons trated. 
Although Handel excelled in orchestrat i on, it is in 
the field of choral expre ssion that his mastery i s truly 
supreme . The Chandos A..11.thems furnish abundant evidence of 
this . Tl:ere _ e~re many exquisite, melodic airs , set i n the 
intimate chamber style of Steffani. These are alternated 
\·rith i mposing choruses , of varyine; types . 
Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the c om oser ' s 
choral teclLnique is his use of solo and chorus in a l terna-
tion and intermingled. 59 One of the choruse s i n the second 
version of the fifth anthem , for exampl e , alternates alto , 
tenor , and bass soli ;,-ri t h alto, tenor , and bass riuieni, "~:fith 
a conti nuing soprano part over both of these gr oups (Ex . 58) . 
The tenth Chandos Anthem has a chorus in vvhich sol o passage s , 
f or t he bass voi ce , are interspersed with sec tions for the 
ful l chorus (Ex . 104 ). Alongs i de this use of solo and chorus 
mus t be placed another outstanding feature , namely Handel ' s 
59Roma i n Rolland, Handel, trans . A. Eagle field Hull 
(New York , 1916) , p . 138 . 
superior ability at mi xing polyphonic and chordal textures 
i n a manner v-rhich affords mar·velous contrast and effect. 
The result of this ·Has a concerto style chorus , in vrhich 
the choral lines approach the texture of the instrumental 
concerto grosse . The f inal chorus of the ninth anthem 
(Ex . 97) is an example of this style , i"fi th the polyphonic 
s oprano line being ptmctuated by the chordal strol<:es of the 
three lower voice parts . 
In contrast to Bach' s p olyphonic style of choral 
writing, Handel 11rote in a f reer ve in, mal{ing use of brief 
mot ive s and short countersubjects, . viri t t en in dotl.ble counter-
point e This freedom of texture, reflecting Handel ' s Italian 
experience , allovmd him to readily transfer vocal fugues to 
the keyboard , vihile the revers e was , for him, just as easy ~ 
The fugue sub j ects were developed VIi th such fle xibility that 
they seemed to fit "~dhatever situation they v1ere called upon 
to serve. The g minor subject used for 11 They are brought 
dovm and fall ' n 11 in the tenth Chandos Anthem (Ex . 105) also 
appeared in a solo cantata, and again in the second move -
mont of the ~ . ~ ~ 60 u- rnln or uoncel"to u-rosso . I n each instance the 
subject is the same, but the facile pen of the composer gives 
it expression in three completely different forms. 
Handel ' s polyphony was remarkably clear and balanced , 
6oAbraham , ~cit., p . 269. 
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not striving for ~ysticism , but expressing instead the elements 
of life itself. 61 
On occasion a cantus firmus t ype melody vwuld be 
used as the basis for the contrapuntal structure of one of 
the choruses, treated in the style of Handel ' s early master , 
Za chow. k!J. example of this occurs in the second vers ion of 
the sixth Chandos Anthem (Ex . 66b), and Handel used this type 
of, treatment in the last anthem he composed , the Foundling 
Hosni t a l Anthem, VJhen he employed the melody of Aus tie fer 
Not as the basis for an elaborate chorus. 
The solos and duets found in the Chandos ft~thems 
displ ay various forms. The influence of Steffani 1 s chamber 
duets has been previously mentioned. Many of the air s are 
in da capo form, ~ri th the second part often possessing a 
different character or movement, or even occurring in re-
ci t ative style. 
In the case of many of the arias Handel does not 
use the strict da Q.§:QQ form, ho'\·rever, but vlri tes a con-
trasting second section for the voice and concludes the solo 
1tTi th a brief instrumental ritornello. As has been noted 
earlier, Han del follovled the baroque doctrine of affections , 
in whi ch it -vras customary for only one affection to govern 
61Paul Henry Lang, r:lus ic in Western Civilization 
(New York, 1949), p. 528. 
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an aria. vfuere two separate affections were conveyed in 
a single aria, Handel , in his operas, used them in juxta-
position on rare occasions, by means of contrasting motifs , 
dynamics, and tempi , within the course of the aria. 62 An 
excellent example of this occurs in the fifth anthem, at 
the tenor setting of 11 The Lord preserveth11 (Ex. 54) . The 
text 11 The Lord preserveth all them that love Him 11 is set to 
a flo \'Ting, adagio melody, \'Thile an agitated allegro passage 
depicts 11but scattereth abroad.11 The two types of melody 
continue to occur in alternation. 
The variety achieved in the arias, the clarity of the 
Handelian polyphony, and its combination v-Tith massive homo-
phonic effects, result in Handel ' s rightful position as one 
of the two giants of the baroque . Suffic ient evidence of all 
this is to be found in the remarkable Chandos Anthems . Thou~~ 
they were vlri tten before the mid- point in the composer ' s life, 
they reveal aspects of both his youthful precocity and his 
mature genius. 
62n ~ f " t 268 
.ou1 ... o zer, QQ.. £1:._. , p . • 
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List of Anthem Titles vli th Psalm Texts 
L 11 0 be j oyful in the Lord. II Psalm 100 
2 . 11 In the Lord put I my trust . II Psalms 9 , 11 , 12 , 13 
3. 11 Have mercy upon me . II Psalm 51 
4. "o sing unto the Lord a new song . II Psalm 96 
5 . " I wil l magnify Thee . II Psal m 145 
6. 11 As pants the hart . II Psal m 42 
7 . "r.1y song shall be al,.;~ay . II Psalm 89 
8 . "o come let us sing unto the Lord. II Psalm 95 
9. "o praise the Lord ·Hi th one consent ~ Psalm 135 
10. 11 The Lord is my light . II Psalm 27 
11 • 11 Let God arise . II Psalm 68 
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ABSTRACT 
George l\'r1derlc Handel. one or tbe greatest composers 
ever to 11 ve or work in England• 'ttas born a German. Mo.a.t of 
his l'rorks '\·Ihich employ a text use English or Ita,lian, ne1 ther 
his native tongue., In spite of tm.. almost unparalled genius 
~or musical creativity,, he· often appropriated mater.1al by 
other c.oroposers and adapted 1t. tor his. own uses. 
A long history of perf'orme.nees of a :f'ew -works which · 
have come to have religious assoe1at1.one has re-sulted in 
Handel·' s being thought -o.f a.s a church eompose.r.. It is para ... 
dox1.ca;l the~t his reputation in th113 re.speet should. rest. on 
music no-t originally .eorn.poeed fo't' the church.. ·while works 
'\11:'1 t ten for sacred .services have been e1 ther ignored or for-
gotten. 
In. vie,·T of the above, 1 t seemed of interest to in ... 
vestigate the boP@ ;tide church music .. The e~e'fen ClJ.a.ndos 
~ . . 
Anthems reprea.ent t:he largest group of suoh music. In them 
1.s t.o be found almost every type .and style o:r- Handel ' s musi :c. 
both orehest.ra.l and ehore;L, S~nee they often dral'r upon 
ea.rl'ier l'1orks , a.nd a.re :f're·qu-ent.ly used in later eomposi.:t.ions.; 
l t may be readily seen the. t t.hey present a rather comp-re.-
hens:1ve panorama o:f t~ c.omposer"s creat-ive- output. Hande:l 
'1rote such a le..r.ge emo·unt. of mual.e , particularly in the field 
of opere. and oratorio• that the church music ha.s under-
standably been relegated to a minor p.lace in mo.st oi' the 
publ1Ghed \'lOrks on the composer. This sparsl.ty of data 
provided a furthur 1ncent1ve ror. an 1nvest.c1ga:t1on of trus 
phase o.f Ra.ndelts musie. 
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A consi-derable amount O:f the 1nvest1gat1on centered 
a.rot.m.d the Duke or Chandos. He.ndel • s employer Tor several 
,-years.. Je.;mes Bt'ydges, Earl of Carnarvon and.., u1 t1mately; 
Duke of Gha.ndos , ltas .a remarlta.ble man. He a.c.qu1red a vast 
:fortune l'l'h1le serving .. a.a paymaster-general l.n Maori borough • s 
Wars, at the expense, it is to be fea-red, of the Queen·• e 
subJects. His ltealth was increased f'urthur by apecul.a.tinns 
connected l'T1th the 11South-Sea Bubble .. « 
This immanse ~lealth enabled the .. Duke to indulge his 
pa..ssion Tor the arts. In 17i3 he he.d begun ct>nat:ruction o:r 
a huge Italian style palace .at Cannons. The increg.se in his 
personal fortunes permitted him t.o ecmple:te this ma.gn1f1cent 
establishment, and :furnish it with. every luxury, in<:ludlng 
many exs.mples of T.ine paintings . ., frescoes .,. etc. 
The Du!re me.intained. , a pri-vate chapel at Camons. l.fhe 
chapel proper l>Ta>s not cotnpleted unti:l 17.20.. and prio·r to 1 ts . 
completion, services ~were held 1n st. La:wrence•·B" \:.hl t.·church,. 
Which had been built by Lord Erydges in i7tt~. Jolm Christ• 
opher Pepu.sch lvaa in charge o:t the . Dul{e • s musl.ce.J. eatabll 811.-
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ment .. and contrary to the opinion h"Gld by many 1'7riters, he 
remained 1n that poai tion during and after Handel·' s associa -
tion uith the Duke . Handel came to the ducal esta.bllehment. 
as compose.r-1n-res1dence·_, a.l though he me.y -also have served 
as a perf:orm.er at. various times. 
The Duke mainte.1ned ·a ttconcert.11 of abo.ut thirty mem-
bers .. Included in this numbe-r '\ttere both singer s and 1nstru ... 
menta.l1-stz. A list of the personel exists in the ducal re-
corda , making possible · o. fairly e~ecura.te estimate of the 
resources .avails.ble for performances -or rend1.t1-ons of Ha.ndGl ' s 
compositi ons . Since- the list includes. for example. a viol i st . 
it is reasonable to assmne that versions of the ClJ.andos _Anthems 
employ.l.ng that instrument. ~te·re not late-r rev1s1orie ,. but ·Here 
wri.tte.n at C.e.tmons , oontraey to the op1n1o-n of some writers 
on the subjeet. 
There a.re eleven Ch!JldQ§ ·An:t(heme. Ree€nt s tud1ee 
1nd.1oate that uo prai se the Lord,. ye .a.nge,l s of H1a ,. ~r often 
considered as the twelfth Mthem,. actually be~onss to· c. 
period, earli er or le~ter :.than Handel*s e ,-Y a.t Cannons , 'rhich 
occured between 17l7 a.nd 171 9. For t ha.t. reason; .1t hae not 
been cona1.de.red in the pres~nt endeavor .. 
The maJority of the anthems -emp.loy thr.ae voi-ce parts;. 
sop rano., tenor,. and bass , a1 t hough s ome 1ncl.ude a part :for 
alto, and, on oceasion, t here .a.re tlro tenor parte.- A eeeond 
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version of the fifth anthem includes parts f'or solo quartet 
and ripieni alto·, tenor. and bass .. 
. All of the anthems are· baaed on Fsalm texts. Handel 
\'Tas \·rell- acqua.1nted with. tho .scri.pturea, and probably selec-
ted the texts himself, as he di,d in other church anthems . 
These elaborately conceived works represent, a.a Bukofzer notes, 
the .apex of .Anglican church music. o:f the baroque . An under-
standing. of the orchestral tecbni.ques empl.oyed ls essential 
for a.n appreciation of the effe.ct of the anthems. The accomp-
animents variec1, from those \11th a solo violin or oboe and 
continuo·, to .fully orchestrated choruses. employing v.iolins, 
violas, violoncello, counterbass. oboes, bassoons .. clav1er.; 
and OC·casiona.lly brasses • 
. ln e;ene.ral, Handel. used either the continuo orchestra-
tion, (depending on strings as a vocal bacltground, vr1 th solo 
oboe or violin uaed a..s a foil to individual voice lines) or 
a type .of contrapu..ntal orchestore.tion '\1h1ch reached its peak 
in the late baroque . In this latter type, used me.inly in the 
chorus accompaniments.. all voices uere considered of equal 
importa.r:tce~ e..nd could be .doubled or not, at the discretion 
of the composer.. The continuo type orchestra:t1on. as migh.t 
be expected, we.s generally used. :tn conjunction '11th the- solo 
aries or duets .. 
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In all of these anthems • Handel followed t.he baroque 
principle of' employing a ba§fi9· C9D<!:.1;nUQ, or thorough-base 
accompaniment,. The accompanying harmonies were undoubt-· 
edly realized on the prga.n. harpsichord, or a combination 
:of the two, with the bass line- being reinforced by a v1olon-... 
cello or viola da gamba. 
Throughout 'the anthems,. the instrumental acoompa.n1ment. 
assJ.s.ts in giving dramatic i mpact. tonal support,. and con-
trasts 1n texture, revealing Handel's superior skill at 
achieving contrasts i.n many ways, including reduction or 
expa.ns.ion of orchestral forces at strategic spots . 1n the 
music.. The instruments were also used evocatively, as in 
the setting of nwe are the people of His pasture and the 
sheep of' His hand_. u occurring in the eighth anthem, \"There 
reeo:rders are ueed to suggest a. pastQra.l. atmosphere. 
Both ~cltat$v9 .§$10Co and ~citat1yp accs>mnasna:tp 
appear in the a.nthem.a., lti th Hande~' s ab111.ty in this re-
spect matching that of Ba.ch-. 
Although Handel e~ce.lled in orchestration, tJle field 
of choral expreasion displays a mastery which is t.ruly 
supreme. The CJa9:ndps At'lthem-rh with many exquisite, melodic 
airs, a.l, tarna.t1ng with imposing choruses., :fully revea.l this 
aspect o:f the composer•e genius. An out.s.tand1ng feature of 
his choral technique is the use oi' solo and chorus inter-
mingled and in al tarnation. Another striking feature is 
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the brilliant way in ~lhlch Handel. mixed polyphonic and 
chordal textures in a manner which a.ff'ords ma.::rvelous con-
trast and effect. This re·sulted in a concerto style chorus, 
in whi-ch the choral lines approach the texture of t he in-
struments~ concerto g:roeso .• 
Handel ' s polyphony l-ras writ ten in a freer vein than 
that of Bach. and it makes use of brief motives end short 
countersubjects, treated in double counterpoint, a form in 
wh1 ch Handel loved to 1mprov1 se.... '!'his freedom of texture, 
reflecting Handel's Italian experience. allowed him to 
readily transfer vocal fugl.les to the keyboard, with the 
reverse process also accompli-shed with equal fac1li ty. The 
fugue subjects were developed with auch flexibility that they 
seemed tailored for \'rhatever situation they were called upon 
to fit.-
The Ha.ndelie.n polyphony is remarkably clear and bal-
anced_, and this alat'!.ty,, combined lltith ma.·se.ive homophonic 
effects, is responsible for much of the composer ' s secure 
reputation as a true g1anto1' the baroque.. Ampl.e proo:f 
of this is to be found in these remarkable C~ndos. Anthems. 
\'Iritte-n before the midpoint in the composer's lif·e, and re-
. vealing aspects of both his youthful preooci ty and his 
mature g,eJ:'lius. 
